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Duration
18 Days

Per Person Cost
USD 1280

Difficulty
Adventurous

Best Seasons
March-May, Sep-Dec

Transportation
Jeep

Max Altitude
4949m

Trip Type
Trekking

Meal
Breakfast, Lunch, Dinner

Accomodation
Hotel

Mesokanto Pass Trekking 18 days
18 days Meso Kanto Pass Trekking is an adventurous and technical trail
The Meso Kanto pass is 5100m high.
Tilicho Lake is the highest lake in the world.
It is about 1 km wide and 4 km long.
It is combined with the Annapurna Circuit Trekking trail.
Group and solo fixed departure trip

Trip Overview
Mesokanto Pass Trekking is a technical and adventurous trip into the Annapurna Himalayan range of
Nepal. The trip lies above Tilicho Lake (4949m), the highest lake in the world. The lake is about 1 km
wide and 4 km long.
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The trail passes through rocky and panoramic views of snowy mountains and crosses the Mesokanto pass
(5,100 m). Walking around the magnificent mountain views and natural landscapes is an exhilarating
pass. Spring and Autumn are the primary Trekking season of every year.

We do have a fixed departure group for 2024 and 2025. Contact us for more information regarding the
trek on WhatsApp at +9779851033819 or inquire through email now.

The Mesokanto-La pass trekking is a highly incredible pass. It has multiple views and cultural heritage
lies on the trail. It is peaceful and exciting but a bit hard to move forward. Hiking in Mesokanto provides
splendid Himalayan views of Mount Manaslu (8163m), Dhaulagiri (8167m), Annapurna (8091m), and
Muktinath Himalayan range from the top of the Meso Kanto pass.

The course goes by the Marshyangdi River and the ancient valley of Manang. Trek to Mesokanto La
starts from Kathmandu Center Bus Park and goes to Chamje, or you can pick up private vehicles from
Kathmandu. Boundless Adventure is a Trekking company with highly experienced guides for the trekking
route of Mesokanto.

Safety measures and acclimatization at high altitudes are major concerns. If you need more information
about the trip, Contact us.

Tailor-Made Trip and Departure
Mesokanto  (Tilicho  Lake)  Pass  Trekking  is  a  moderate  trip  that  begins  with  a  west  drive  from
Kathmandu. We have fixed departures for such Trekking according to the best trekking seasons. Despite
that, we will  also organize the trekking on a date suitable for you. When you inform us about the
customized date and itinerary, we manage the best tailor-made trip for you.

Accommodations in Kathmandu range from standard to five-star hotels. Still, during the Mesokanto pass
(Tilicho Lake) Trekking, clean, basic accommodation lodges, also known as tea houses, are available. We
arrange  the  lodge  with  basic  facilities  along  the  trekking  area,  as  you  are  trekking  through  the
Annapurna Circuit Trekking.

Our team will organize the subject to make the best accommodations during the trek to Meso Kanto Pass
in the Annapurna conservation area.

Mesokanto-La pass information

Trekking period: 18 Days
Trekking starts in Kathmandu.
Types of the Trip: Adventure Trek
Difficulty: Moderated
Foods: Breakfast, Lunch, and Dinner
Ground Transportation: 4wrd Jeep
Accommodation: Tea House
Trekking ends up: At Kathmandu
Maximum altitude: 4949 meters from sea Level.
Best trekking seasons: March to May and September to November
Highest Point: Mesokanto-La pass.

https://boundlessadventure.com/annapurna-circuit-trekking
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Tented Camp: Two nights
Trip inquiry: WhatsApp at +977 9851033819

AMS and Altitude Sickness
Mesokanta La Pass takes you to the hidden pass beyond the famous TIlicho Lake. This trek traverses
through the key located at 5025 meters. The maximum elevation of this traverse takes you beyond 5,000
meters, making it prone to Acute Mountain Sickness.

Following  a  professionally  designed  itinerary  that  accounts  for  enough  rest  days  in  between  is
recommended. Also, a gradual climb with proper hydration is paramount for this traverse. Mesokanta-La
Pass is a challenging trek with technical difficulties; it is recommended that you read our blog, How to
deal with high altitude sickness in the Himalayas, for detailed information.

Best Trekking Season
Mesokanto Pass Trekking is best in Spring (March to June) and Autumn (September to December). The
moderate temperatures guarantee impressive views throughout the trip. Boundless Adventure does not
operate during the monsoon season in Nepal.

Mesokanto Pass Trekking Important
We, the Boundless Adventure team, will make the best arrangements for the Mesokanto Pass (Tilicho
Lake) Trekking trip. However, some issues can be beyond our control. Heavy rainfall and landslides can
extend the trip, but there is little probability of this.

Trip Itinerary
The Meso Kanto Pass trekking itinerary starts from Kathmandu, Nepal. It is an 18-day round trip from
Kathmandu, including Kathmandu Valley sightseeing, and the trekking ends in Pokhara. We need to
start the Mesokanto trek by jeep from Kathmandu.

The trekking trail has tea houses and Breakfast, Lunch, and dinner, but we need to have a camp for two
nights only, and we have to take cooking gear, tents, and climbing gear.

Similarly, the Mesokanto pass trekking adventure involves crossing 4949 meters from sea level. Please
have a look at the itinerary below and contact us now.

Day 01: Arrive at Kathmandu airport (1345m). and overnight
We will have our staff waiting for you at the arrival gate of Tribhuvan International Airport. Our vehicle
will be on standby at the parking to escort you to your hotel. Check into the hotel in Thamel, Kathmandu.
You will have your trek briefing and introduction to our ground crew in the evening.



Airport arrival board with your Name.

Destination:
Kathmandu

Accommodation
Hotel

Transportation:
Car

Duration:
20 mintes

Food:
No

Day 02: Kathmandu Valley sightseeing, overnight
Kathmandu Valley is home to 7 of the most iconic UNESCO heritage sites. On this day, you will have a
guided tour of 3 of these UNESCO sites after breakfast at your hotel.

Your tour guide will  lead your trip to Pashupatinath,  Boudhanath,  and Kathmandu Durbar Square.
Pashupatinath is a revered Hindu temple dedicated to Lord Shiva. Boudhanath is a respected Buddhist
site located on the outskirts of Kathmandu Valley.

Kathmandu Durbar Square portrays the centuries-old Royal Palace of the Mallas, now a museum. We
return to our hotel in the evening for a night’s stay.



Pashupatinath Temple, in Kathmandu

Destination:
Kathmandu

Accommodation
Hotel

Transportation:
Car

Duration:
8 hours

Food:
Breakfast

Day 03: Drive to Chamje (1425m)
The first day of our trek is spent driving to the core of Manang district, Chamje. We board our jeep,
which will exit Kathmandu Valley via Nagdhunga. We follow along the Trishuli River via Prithvi Highway.

After traversing 130 kilometers, we reach Dumre in the Tanahun district. From here, the road diverges
and heads  north  towards  Lamjung district.  After  40  kilometers  of  travel,  we reach Besisahar,  the
district’s headquarters of Lamjung district. You will have a smooth paved road until Besisahar.

From here on, we take the mountainous roadway that travels alongside the Marsyangdi River, originating
from the high Annapurna ranges. The road after Besisahar is filled with rocky terrain, uneven pathways,
and landslide-prone slopes.

You will have occasional views of Nadi Chuli and Lamgunj Himal along the way. It’s a 3 hours drive from
Besisahar to Chamje, our overnight stop.



Jeep to Dharapani, Manang

Destination:
Chanje

Accommodation
Hotel

Transportation:
Jeep

Duration:
6 hours

Food:
Breakfast, Lunch, Dinner

Day 04: Trek to Dharapani (1960m) overnight
Your second day of trekking begins in Chamje. We begin our trek after breakfast at the teahouse. Within
minutes of starting the hike, we cross over the Marsyangdhi River through a suspension bridge. This
could be a first-time experience for many. The bridge shivers as you step onto it.

After about 1 hour of trek, we reach Tal village on the river bank. You will have repeated sightings of
turquoise water, mani walls, horses and mules, small shortens, and prayer wheels. The trail in this
stretch is easygoing, with only gradual ascents at some points. The trail, for the most part, takes on the
flat plains of the Marsyangdhi river basin through small villages. You will reach Dharapani in the evening
for your night’s stay.

Dharapani is the crossroad point for the famous Manaslu Circuit Trek and Annapurna Circuit Trek.



Dharapani village in Annapurna

Destination:
Dharapani

Accommodation
Hotel

Transportation:
Hiking

Duration:
6 hours

Food:
Breakfast, Lunch, Dinner

Day 05: Trek to Chame (2710m) overnight
Our 5th day of the trek begins with a riverside walk along the village of Dharapani. After a short trek, we
reach a crossroad with the pathway heading north towards Himlung Himal Base Camp.

We continue with the hike along the Marsyangdhi River. Today’s trek stretch traverses towards the
district headquarters of Manang, Chame village. The total duration of the trek ranges from 6-7 hours.

The trail first traverses through the UN paved road with a flat surface. As we reach Bagarchhap, the trail
ascends steeply through the rocky hills. The trail navigates through the narrow corridors cut by the river.

We cross the river multiple times via a suspension bridge. Before reaching Chame, We make several rest
stops between the villages: Lata Marang, Danagyu, and Koto Qupar.

Located in the narrowed alleyways of the Marsyangdhi River, Chame is a bustling village in the Manang
district. This village is the district’s headquarters and is densely populated.

There are lots of government offices and administrative organizations here. There is a district regional
hospital with sophisticated equipment. Chame will be your overnight stop for the day.



Chame Village,in Manang

Destination:
Chame

Accommodation
Hotel

Transportation:
Hiking

Duration:
6 hours

Food:
Breakfast, Lunch, Dinner

Day 06: Trek to Pisang (3250 M) overnight
The picturesque valley of Pisang is unveiled as you travel from Chame towards Pisang and Manang
villages. The first stretch of the trail takes you across deep, narrow alleys of the river. You will navigate
across the raging Marsyangdhi River multiple times. Bharatan is a small village located after Chame for 1
hour from Chame.

This village is trendy for its colossal apple and apricot farm. Apples grown here are juicy and account for
a significant share of Manang’s economic activity. We navigate through the small hamlets along the
Riverside.

A  widened  valley  appears  before  you  reach  Dhukure  Pokhari.  With  their  shimmering  peaks,  the
Himalayan mountains showcase the magnificence on all sides. We get to the Riverside village of Lowe
Pisang for a night stop.



Pisang Village in Manang, Annapurna

Destination:
Pisang

Accommodation
Hotel

Transportation:
Hiking

Duration:
6 hours

Food:
Breakfast, Lunch, Dinner

Day 07: Trek to Manang (3519 m) overnight
As you leave  Pisang in  the  morning,  you will  be  bestowed by  the  gaze  of  Chulu  Himal  (6584m),
Annapurna III (7454m), Annapurna II (7939m), Himlung Himal (7125m), and other numerous mountains.
Above the Pisang village lies Pisang Peak (6091m), a famous climbing peak in Annapurna.

Your trek will be amusing, with lofty peaks seen from all directions as we reach Humde. Humde is the
only domestic Airport in the Manang district and is significant on the trail. Our trail ascends steeply from
Humde through a wide River valley to reach Manang village in the evening.

Manang village is the commercial hub of the district, and it has typical Managi homes. You will see
muddy-built homes on top of one another. We will stay in Manang village for the night.



Manang village trekking

Destination:
Manang

Accommodation
Hotel

Transportation:
Hiking

Duration:
4 hours

Food:
Breakfast, Lunch, Dinner

Day 08: Explore day at Manang, overnight
Manang village is a prominent settlement of Managi people who adhere to Tibetan Buddhism in their
religious practices. This village bestows old-world charm and modern amenities in a picturesque valley
below the Himalayas. As an acclimatization day, you can indulge in various activities in Manang village.
Located near Manang village is the Gangapurna Lake, which has pristine turquoise water.

Next, you can hike to a famous cave of 100 monks nearby. This visit to the cave ensures you are blessed
by the holy monks for your successful traverse. Also, the nearby village of Brabal is home to several
Buddhist monasteries where you can participate in prayer ceremonies. We stay at Manang village for the
night.



Manang Village Trekking Photo

Destination:
Manang

Accommodation
Hotel

Transportation:
Hiking

Duration:
4 hours

Food:
Breakfast, Lunch, Dinner

Day 09: Trek to Shree Kharka (4000m) overnight
Today’s trek will make our first ascent to an elevation above 4000 meters. From the dry landscape of
Manang village, we make our way westward. As we move along the trail, after an hour, we reach the
confluence of two rivers: Thorung Khola, originating from Thorang Peak, and Marsyangdhi River, which
forms from Tilicho Lake. Our trail ascends steeply through the barren landscape with a sandy pathway to
Khangsar.

We have our lunch at Khangsar and prepare for the second stretch of the journey. There is a millennia-
old monastery in Khangsar called Tasab Gompa. We gradually climb from Khangsar to reach Shree
Kharka in the evening.

Destination:
Shree Kharka

Accommodation
Hotel

Transportation:
Hiking

Duration:
6 hours

Food:
Breakfast, Lunch, Dinner



Day 10: Trek to Tilicho base (4100m), overnight
The trek from Shree Kharka to Tilicho Base Camp is strenuous via the barren terrain of Pusen Danda. We
switch back ascent through the sandy path filled with small rocky pathways. The first stretch of the trek
ascends steeply towards the Top of the Col at 4970 meters. Then the trail makes a gradual descent
toward Tilicho Base Camp. There is only one teahouse in Tilicho Base Camp that serves the trekkers. We
settle down in the teahouse for the night.

Destination:
Tilicho base Camp

Accommodation
Hotel

Transportation:
Hiking

Duration:
3 hours

Food:
Breakfast, Lunch, Dinner

Day 11: Trek to Tilicho Lake (4900m), overnight
The trek from Tilicho Base Camp to the Lake is a treacherous traverse via sandy pathways. Our trail here
is full of dry landslides and narrow paths. The journey to Tilicho Lake takes about 3 hours. Upon reaching
the Lake, we hike up to the north end to set our campsite for the night. Tilicho Lake is considered one of
the highest-altitude lakes in Nepal.

The water of Tilicho remains deep blue with a tranquil ambiance all over. The environment surrounding
the Lake is quaint, with the wind howling at enormous speed most of the time. Our ground crew will set
up your tent and prepare meals for the night stopover at Tilicho North campsite.

Destination:
Tilicho Lake

Transportation:
Hiking

Duration:
5 hours

Food:
Breakfast, Lunch, Dinner

Day 12: Cross the Mesokanto La (5025m) to Kharka, camp (3600m). 5 hrs.
The eleventh day marks the most significant day of this trek. We traverse the highest point of the trek,
Mesokanta La. The trail begins on a softer side of the pathway with an easily navigable path. The trail
demands a gradual ascent until Tilicho northern moraine. From here begins the switch-back ascent with
a path leading to the top of Mesokanta La. This pass bestows views of Mt. Shya Gang, Mt. Khatung Kang,
Mt. Yakwakang, and numerous other mountains on a clear day. The pass is filled with glacial ice and
snow dome. We start our descent from the Mesokanta-La pass, which is pretty straightforward.

That being said, sections of rocky pathways remain slippery most of the time. Be careful during the



descent. We traverse over various cairns scattered along the trail. There are various shepherd sheds
scattered along the route. After 3 hours of descent, we reach our campsite for the day at Kharka.

Destination:
Kharka

Transportation:
Hiking

Duration:
8 Hours

Food:
Breakfast, Lunch, Dinner

Day 13: Trek to Jomsom (2670m). overnight
Today is an easy trek, walking through alpine forests and dense green jungles. We follow along the Thini
River banks pathway towards Thini Village. In between lays Nama Phug Caves and Prabsa Goat Farm
before crossing a wooden bridge over the Thini River.

The majestic Nilgiri Himal unveils itself as you reach Thini village. From Thini, the flatlands of Jomsom,
Marpha, and other Thakali villages are visible. You gaze at the mighty Kaligandaki River ragingly making
its way over the flatlands. We descend further to reach Jomsom after 5 hours of trek. Jomsom is the
commercial  capital  and  district  headquarters  of  Mustang district.  It  sits  right  by  the  bank of  the
Kaligandaki River.

Destination:
Jomsom

Accommodation
Hotel

Transportation:
Hiking

Duration:
5 hours

Food:
Breakfast, Lunch, Dinner

Day 14: Trek to Kalopani (2530 m) overnight
The day begins with a walk on the flatlands of Mustang villages. We start walking westward, following
along the banks of the Kaligandaki River. Mustang’s dry and barren hills are enormous and remain dry
for most of the year. This area is howling with strong storms during the winter time.

Our trail takes the graveled roadway through various villages. We cross the Kaligandaki River via the
suspension bridge multiple times, taking shortcuts. We pass through various Marpha, Tukuche, Khwanti,
Kobang, and Larjung villages before reaching Kalopani. The villages in this area have thatched roof
stone-built houses. You will have typical Apple pie and apple crumble, the local delicacy of Kalopani.

Along the way, you will  have an amusing view of Mt.Dhaulagiri  (8163m) and Annapurna I(8091m).
Kalopani is surrounded by Sub-tropical pine forests on all sides. You encounter greenery. We stay at
Kalopani for the night.



Destination:
Kalopani

Accommodation
Hotel

Transportation:
Hiking

Duration:
6 hours

Food:
Breakfast, Lunch, Dinner

Day 15: Trek to Tatopani (1200m) overnight
We wake up at the gleaming sunrise at Kalopani over Annapurna massifs. Kalopani is a small Thakali
settlement on the roadside of the Muktinath-Pokhara highway. It is a picturesque village with typical
village life in the Mustang district. You will experience the unmatched walk of life of Thakali and Gurung
people in and around Kalopani.

The hotel in Kalopani is built differently and practices sustainable tourism principles in its operation. Our
traverse today is easygoing via Kali Gandaki River bank. The trail descends and crosses the river multiple
times, taking the foot trail. We trek via the deepest gorge in the world, Dana Gorge.

The narrow alleyways formed by the Kaligandaki River will be our daily trail. We reach Tatopani in the
evening. You can submerge yourself in the natural hot spring located here.

Destination:
Tatopani.

Accommodation
Hotel

Transportation:
Hiking

Duration:
6 hours

Food:
Breakfast, Lunch, Dinner

Day 16: Drive to Pokhara, overnight
Our trek ends with us boarding the vehicle towards Pokhara. It’s a total of 104 kilometers from Taopani
that it takes to reach Pokhara. We first take the dirt path leading to Beni, a dense riverfront settlement.
The road from Beni to Pokhara is paved and takes about 3 hours to cover. We reach Pokhara in the
evening and gasp the evening sun, sitting by the lakeside.

Destination:
Pokhara

Accommodation
Hotel

Transportation:
Jeep

Duration:
4 Hours



Food:
Breakfast, Lunch, Dinner

Day 17: Return to Kathmandu, overnight
We begin our return journey from Pokhara after your breakfast at the hotel. We travel along the Prithvi
Highway via small towns between Damauli, Dumre, Mugling, Malekhu, and finally, Kathmandu. Settle
down at a hotel in Kathmandu in the evening.

Destination:
Kathmandu

Accommodation
Hotel

Transportation:
Bus

Duration:
6 hours

Food:
Breakfast and Lunch

Day 18: Transfer to international Airport
Boundless Adventures representative will take you to the airport for your return flight. You must reach
the airport at least 3 hours before departure, so inform our staff accordingly.

Destination:
Your Home

Transportation:
Car

Duration:
20 minutes

Food:
Breakfast

Trip Includes
International airport picks up and drops by private car/van/bus. (options)
Standard twin-sharing accommodation during the trip.
An experienced English-speaking Guide. One porter for two peoples
All staff need food, accommodation, salary, insurance, equipment, and medicine.
Annapurna Conservation Park permits.
TIMS permits.
From Kathmandu to Chamje by Jeep.



Breakfast, Lunch, and Dinner.
Camping equipment for two nights.
Surface ground transfer from and to Kathmandu.
Nepal government taxes.
Per person, one trekking map

Trip Excludes
Tips & Donation
Hot and Soft drinks.
Rest of the expenses that are not mentioned on Price Includes.

Frequently Asked Questions

How much does Mesokanto pass trek cost?
The cost of Mesokanto La Pass Trekking depends on the size of your group. Since this is a 2-day camping
trek, logistics costs are associated. The price depends on how many pax are in your group and what kind
of accommodation you choose during your stay in Kathmandu.

What is the best season of Mesokanto La Pass Trek?
Spring and Autumn are the best times for Mesokanto La Pass Trekking. Numerous other treks can be
done during winter, but this trek is not possible. The high areas beyond Tilicho must be navigable during
the winter due to heavy snow.

How high is the Mesokanto La pass?
Mesokanto La Pass stands at a staggering 5121 meters from sea level.

Do we need a climbing rope for the Mesokanto trek?
You will need at least 80 meters of climbing rope for the Mesokanto Trek. The stretch beyond Tilicho
Lake is rugged and has no foot trail. It would be best to climb with essential climbing equipment (Ice Axe,
Crampons, and Carabineer) and a climbing rope.

How long is the silica lake trek?
The Tilicho Lake trek duration can be 8 days to 12 days, depending on your chosen itinerary. Your
starting point of the trek, rest days, pace, and itineraries determine how many days it will take.



Which pass is near Tilicho Lake?
Mesokanto La Pass lies right above Tilicho Lake. It stands at an altitude of 5121 meters above sea level.
And the other hand, Throung La Pass is also near Tilicho Lake

In which district is Tilicho Lake located?
Tilicho Lake is located in the Manang district of western Nepal. It sits at an altitude of 4919 meters.
Usually, it is on the way to the Annapurna circuit trekking trail in Nepal.

Where is Mesokanto Pass Trek?
Mesokanto Pass Trek connects the Himalayan districts of Manang and Mustang. It lies above the famous
Tilicho Lake, and the Mustang district is on the other side of the pass.

What is the Mesokanto pass trek itinerary?
The Mesokanto Pass Trek itinerary, designed by Boundless Adventures, is 17 days, including two nights
in  Kathmandu.  This  itinerary  provides  a  rest  day  in  Manang  village  and  ascends  gradually  for
acclimatization. We can tailor-make your itinerary based on your preferences as well.

Where can we get Trekking Map?
Boundless Adventure provides a trekking map from the city office in Kathmandu. It is free of cost. You
may get it around the Thamel if you want to buy it.

How much does Trekking permit the cost of a Mesokanto pass?
Mesokanto  Pass  Trek  requires  an  Annapurna  Conservation  Area  Permit  (ACAP)  and  a  Trekkers
Information Manual System. ACAP costs about US$30, while TIMS costs about US$20 per person except
for Indian nationality.

Is Mesokanto pass trek camping?
Yes, the Mesokanto La Pass trek is a camping trek. However, you must stay in tented camps for two
nights only (Day 10 and Day 11). There are teahouses and hotels at all other stops of the day. We’ll
provide you with tents and cooking gear.

Does a Mesokanto pass trekking route go through Tilicho Lake?
Yes, the Meskanto La Pass trek route goes through Tilicho Lake. We set our camp on the northern
campsite of Tilicho Lake and stayed a night there on Day 10.

How do we Book the Mesokanto Pass Trek?
Boundless Adventures has an automated booking system and a reliable online payment gateway. Please
complete the booking form; our team will contact you within 2 hours for assistance.
Also, you may contact the manager on WhatsApp at +977 9851033819 when booking the trip.



What is booking document required?
You need to provide a validated copy of your Passport or Adhar card, the Passport size of the picture, and
an advance payment voucher.

Do we need to pay in advance?
You must pay in advance to book the Hotels in Kathmandu and during the trip. According to the trip
itinerary, we need to get two different permits and ground transportation. However, we are required 20%
of the total advance of the trip only.

What is the advance payment?
Usually, 20% of the total amount is required to be paid online or by wire transfer to the Bank account of
Boundless Adventure (p) Ltd Company.

What is the refund system of advance payment?
You can get the total amount if you have accidentally happened, unexpected things happen in your group,
and natural destroyers.
But, due to normal cases, You may postpone your trip for a suitable time or recommend some of your
friends. They can use your advance amount, and you can get it from your friend as much as you transfer
it to us.

Essential Information

Food and Meals During Mesokanto Pass Trekking

Meals
Breakfast will be included in your hotel in Kathmandu, But Breakfast, Lunch, and Dinner are included in
the Trekking. Although you will be on the mountain, you can have various meals selected from the menu.

From Dal Bhat (typical Nepali meal) to the Indian and continental items are available in the tea houses or
restaurants during the Mesokanto pass (Tilicho lake) Trekking. Similarly, the Mesokanto Pass is in the
Annapurna Conservation area of Nepal.

 Drinking-water
Drinking Water usually gets mineral water and boiled Water in every tea house. You are also able to get
drinking water supply stations along the way. It was under the Annapurna Conservation Area. Another
alternative is filling from the stream or hilly sources. It would be best if you drank plenty of drinking
water every day. It would help to use purifying tablets or liquid to make it worth drinking. It would help if
you had a water bottle with you.

https://ntnc.org.np/


Physical Condition & Experience Requirements
Being a moderate trek, 5/6 walking hours during the tour are sufficient. You do need previous trekking
experience. Having average physical fitness is suitable for the hike. But, your medical conditions and
health consultants’ advice should follow. Mesokanto Pass (Tilicho Lake) Trekking is one of the second-
highest passes in the Annapurna area.

Additional Information
Boundless Adventure can assist you with trip service and provide authentic information. We suggest you
hike up slowly and hike down as well. If you need further information, please do not hesitate to email us
or call us on Mobile and WhatsApp at +977 9851033819.

TIMS and ACAP Permit
(Trekkers’ Information Management System) TIMS and permits are necessary for legal Trekking in 
Mesokanto Pass trekking. It can be once you provide a passport copy and photo for the MesoKanto pass
Trekking.  Boundless  Adventure  Company  will  provide  TIMS  permits  and  Annapurna  Conservation
Permits from Kathmandu.

Trip Booking
You should email us according to your requirements for the trek. We will provide you with the itinerary
and the Cost of the Trekking and give you our Bank details for the trip booking of Mesokanto Pass.

Address
Paknajol Marga, Thamel
P.O.Box: 11670, Kathmandu, Nepal
Email: info@boundlessadventure.com
Whatsapp Number: +9779851033819
Telephone Number: +977 4701884
Telephone Number: +977 1 4701885

https://ntnc.org.np/project/annapurna-conservation-area-project-acap
mailto:info@boundlessadventure.com

